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An experimental and computational study was performed to investigate the role of 
multi-component intra-NAPL diffusion on NAPL-water mass transfer.  Molecular 
weight and the NAPL component concentrations were determined to be the most 
important parameters affecting intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients. Four NAPLs with 
different viscosities but the same quantified mass were simulated. For a spherical 
NAPL body, a combination of NAPL properties and interphase mass transfer rate 
can result in internal diffusion limitations. When the main intra-NAPL diffusion 
coefficients are in the range of self-diffusion coefficients (10-5 to 10-6 cm2/s), 
dissolution is not limited by internal diffusion except for high mass transfer rate 
coefficients (>180 cm/day). For a complex and relatively high viscous NAPL (>50 
g/(cm s)), smaller intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients (<10-8) are expected and even 



























The remediation of soil and groundwater contaminated with multi-component non-
aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) such as crude oil, creosote, or coal tars from former 
manufactured gas plants (MGP) is associated with a number of challenges (Birak & 
Miller, 2009). One of the primary factors that restricts the performance of remedial 
technologies for multi-component NAPLs is the extent and rate of NAPL dissolution 
(Luthy et al., 1994). Mass transfer kinetics at the NAPL-water interface is usually 
described by a stagnant film model (Miller et al., 1990) wherein the dissolution of 
organic components from the NAPL into the aqueous phase is comprised of several 
mass transfer steps (Seagren et al., 1993; Heyse et al., 2002;). The first step 
involves the diffusion of organic molecules towards the NAPL-water interface 
boundary layer, while the second step is diffusion through a rigid or emulsion 
interface between the water and NAPL. This interface is formed due to depletion of 
more soluble compounds at the NAPL boundary, and can completely separate the 
bulk-aqueous and bulk-NAPL phases by a film composed of either an aqueous film, 
or an interfacial organic film, or both (Peters et al., 2000; Wehrer et al., 2013a). In 
the third step, the organic molecules will dissolve in the bulk-aqueous phase after 
passing through the aqueous film. Each of these mass transfer steps can be limiting 
since they act in series, and the one with the highest resistance will control the 
overall dissolution of an organic compound into the aqueous phase (Ortiz et al., 
1999; Wehrer et al., 2013a). 
A substantial body of field and laboratory data (e.g., Hunt et al., 1988; Mercer & 
Cohen, 1990; Powers et al., 1992; Seagren et al., 1999; Mobile et al., 2016) has 
shown that the concentration of organic compounds in groundwater is usually less 
than their corresponding equilibrium concentration at various observation scales.  
This implies that NAPL architecture, flow bypassing, low residual saturation (Powers 
et al., 1998; Soga et al., 2004), and diffusional transport limitations (Luthy et al., 
1993; Ortiz et al., 1999; Wehrer et al., 2013a; Lekmine et al., 2014) can impact 
dissolution.  Consequently, dissolution of organic components is usually modeled as 













Due to thermodynamics, the presence of more than one component within a multi-
component NAPL may restrict intra-NAPL diffusion (Cussler, 1997; Ortiz et al., 
1999). This occurs since the diffusion of each component is related to its own 
concentration gradient as well as the concentration gradients of the other 
components present in the organic mixture (Cussler, 1997; Zielinski & Hanley, 1999). 
For example, Mukherji et al. (1997) investigated the aqueous equilibrium 
concentrations of a continuously-stirred mixture of four synthetic dense NAPLs 
(DNAPLs) composed of structurally similar components that were in direct interaction 
with an aqueous phase. The results demonstrated that experimental equilibrium 
concentrations were within a factor of two compared to values predicted by modified 
Raoult’s law (Lee et al., 1992) for an ideal mixture indicating that non-ideal 
interactions were not observed between components.  However, the assumption of a 
well-mixed ideal mixture with structurally similar components is not always applicable 
in most subsurface systems (Khachikian & Harmon, 2000). Miller et al. (1985) 
reported that non-ideal behaviour will escalate when the molecular size of 
components are larger than octanol, and Banerjee et al. (1984) indicated that the 
presence of dissimilar molecules in organic mixtures resulted in deviation from ideal 
behaviour.  By extension, it is expected that the effects of intra-NAPL diffusion will be 
more significant in multi-component NAPLs such as MGP residuals which are 
composed of hundreds to thousands of structurally dissimilar organic components 
(Luthy et al., 1993; Brown et al., 1999; Birak & Miller, 2009). When multi-component 
NAPLs are exposed to groundwater, the more soluble components will dissolve 
leaving the less soluble components at the interface (Liu et al., 2009; Peters et al., 
2000). Diffusional resistance within a multi-component NAPL may then limit the 
movement of organic molecules toward the interface (Ortiz et al., 1999), and hence a 
new emulsion-like and high viscous interfacial film or a skin can be formed on the 
NAPL surface. This phenomenon is called weathering or aging, and affects diffusion 
across the NAPL-water interface, and consequently the dissolution of organic 
compounds will be reduced (Liu et al., 2009; Wehrer et al., 2013a,b). 
Previous research indicates that coal tar, creosote, and crude oil weathering effects 
have been experimentally observed and attributed to either NAPL composition or 
inter-molecular interactions at the NAPL-water interface (Luthy et al., 1993; Nelson 












Luthy et al. (1993) observed the formation of a semi-rigid, skin-like layer at the 
interface of a coal tar drop suspended in water after three days, and this layer led to 
reduced NAPL-water mass transfer and a disequilibrium condition after seven days. 
Ghoshal et al. (2004) reported that a skin layer at a crude oil-water interface reduced 
the mass transfer coefficient by up to 80 percent after 35 days. It has been 
suggested that crude oil-water interfacial films are mostly comprised of asphaltenes 
and polar resins (Strassner, 1968; Jada & Salou, 2002; Ghoshal et al., 2004; 
Varadaraj & Brons, 2012).  Nelson et al. (1996) hypothesized that inter-molecular 
interactions at a coal tar-water interface resulted in the formation of a semi-
gelatinous film. Barranco and Dawson (1999) reported that even a small fraction of 
asphaltenic components in coal tar can affect interfacial properties. Barranco and 
Dawson (1999) also indicated that film formation at a coal tar-water interface 
occurred under acidic to neutral pH rather than alkaline conditions. Finally, Powers et 
al. (1996), and Brown and Neustadter (1980) observed that film formation at a crude 
oil-water interface affected mineral wettability. 
Surprisingly, the role of intra-NAPL diffusion on the dissolution of organic 
components from NAPL sources has received little attention. Holman and Javandel 
(1996) employed a simplified two-dimensional intra-NAPL diffusive flux expression 
with a constant diffusion coefficient to represent the dissolution from a light NAPL 
(LNAPL) pool. In this model the dissolution of each organic component was 
independent of others, and the local equilibrium assumption was considered at the 
LNAPL-water interface. Brahma and Harmon (2003) assessed multi-component 
diffusion within two ternary organic mixtures using hydrodynamic diffusion theory 
(Hartley & Crank, 1949) and the Kett and Anderson model (1969a). While this work 
provides valuable insight, the peer-reviewed literature in this area has investigated 
organic mixtures comprised of only a few components. In addition, concentration 
profiles and diffusion limitations within a NAPL body have not been mathematically 
simulated. 
The objective of this study was to determine the role of multi-component intra-NAPL 
diffusion on NAPL-water mass transfer, interfacial depletion of the more soluble 
compounds, and to identify some of the conditions where this process needs to be 
considered. To support this evaluation, a numerical model was developed to 












experiments were conducted using coal tar collected from a former MGP site to 
capture multi-component diffusion-limited mass transfer behavior.  These 
experiments were designed to generate relevant model parameters (e.g., mass 
transfer rate coefficients, equilibrium concentrations, activity coefficients, and NAPL 
characteristics) for simulation purposes. 
 
1.1 INTRA-NAPL DIFFUSION THEORY 
Diffusive flux within a multi-component NAPL depends on the molecular interactions 
and relative abundance of components present in the system (Weber & DiGiano, 
1995; Lekmine et al., 2014). According to Fick’s law, a multi-component diffusive flux 
can be represented as (Cussler, 1997):   
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where   is the total number of components with component   arbitrarily chosen as 
the solvent, and     represents multi-component diffusion coefficients employed to 
approximate diffusivity within a system of   components. The array,    , includes 
       diffusion coefficients where the diagonal terms,    , represent the effects of 
the concentration gradient of component   on its own flux, and the off-diagonal or 
cross-coefficients,    , reflect the effects of the concentration gradients of other 
components present in the mixture on the flux of component   (Zielinski & Hanley, 
1999).  The off-diagonal diffusion coefficients can be positive or negative indicating 
that diffusion of one component can be enhanced or hindered by other components 
present in the organic mixture (Brahma & Harmon, 2003). 
 
Few theoretical models have been developed to predict the diffusion coefficients in 
multi-component mixtures (Kett & Anderson, 1969a; Cussler, 1997; Zielinski & 
Hanley, 1999; Leahy-Dios & Firoozabadi, 2007). In this study, the intra-NAPL 
diffusion coefficients were estimated by the model developed by Kett and Anderson 
(1969a). In this model the hydrodynamic theory of Hartley and Crank (1949) was 
applied to the multi-component Fickian diffusion process in non-associating, non-
electrolyte solutions of any number of components. The generalized expressions to 












developed (Kett & Anderson, 1969a) and validated by experimental evidence (Kett & 
Anderson, 1969b) using two non-associating ternary systems (dodecane-
hexadecane-hexane, and toluene-chlorobenzene-bromobenzene).  
 
According to hydrodynamic theory (Hartley & Crank, 1949), the diffusive flux consists 
of two different types of motion: intrinsic diffusion (molecular motion), and bulk 
motion of the medium. Intrinsic diffusion is related to the energy of each molecule to 
move compared to the surrounding molecules, and bulk motion results from the flow 
of other components present in the mixture to compensate the accumulation of mass 
in one region. Kett and Anderson (1969a) described the intrinsic diffusion flux by 
equating the driving and resisting forces imparted on a diffusing molecule as: 
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where    is the flux of component   relative to the medium resulting from intrinsic 
diffusion,    is the concentration in the NAPL, 
   
  
 is the chemical potential gradient,   
is mixture viscosity, and    is a proportionality coefficient called the friction factor 
representing the effects of the shape and size of the diffusing molecule.  At constant 
pressure and temperature, the chemical potential gradient in Eq.2 can be related to 
the concentration gradient. Consequently, the diffusive flux (Eq.2) is equivalent to the 
Fick’s law, and the general expressions for the diffusion coefficients (   ) can be 
derived. While Kett and Anderson (1969b) derived the     expressions for a ternary 
system, in this study the general form of     for a system of   components was 
derived to estimate the intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients within a NAPL (see 
Supplementary Material (SM) for details).  The diagonal terms (   ) can be 
represented as: 
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(3b) 
 
where   is the sum of molar concentrations of components present in the mixture,   
is the activity coefficient,     is the molar volume,   is the universal gas constant, and 
  is the absolute temperature. The derivative of the activity coefficient with respect to 
the concentration of each component (
    
   
), can be estimated using the activity 
coefficient data by assuming that the concentrations of other components present in 
the system are constant. Kett and Anderson (1969a) suggested that if the self-
diffusion (  ) and infinite dilution diffusion coefficients (   
 ) for each component are 
available, the local friction factor can be estimated as: 
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where    is the mole fraction of each component within the NAPL mixture, and    is 
the viscosity of each pure component. Self-diffusion represents the diffusion process 
of each component in its own pure state and is defined by Albright and Miller (1965) 
as “the special case of intra-diffusion for systems that contain no other components 
than two isotopic forms of a chemical species”. Infinite dilution diffusion represents 
the interactions between two components in a mixture and was defined by Kett and 
Anderson (1969a) as “the mutual-diffusion coefficient of the i j binary at infinite 
dilution of i ”. 
 













2.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
To examine the direct interaction between a multi-component NAPL and an aqueous 
phase, and to investigate diffusion-limited mass transfer and dissolution behavior of 
organic components, a series of static experiments using 10 mL (nominal) Pyrex 
graduated conical centrifuge vials was performed.  
 
The MGP residuals used in this study were obtained from the former West Florida 
Natural Gas Company Site located in Ocala, Florida. From the late 1890s until about 
1953, water gas or carbureted water gas was manufactured at this location by the 
“Lowe” carbonization process or destructive distillation of bituminous coal and coke.  
According to Brown’s Directory, gas production was ~48 x 103 m3/yr in 1900 and 
steadily increased to 900 x 103 m3/yr by 1950.  In 1952, manufacturing stopped at 
the plant and the facility converted to the sale of butane-propane-air.  Residues from 
the MGP process, including tars and oily wastewaters, were deposited in the area of 
the former gas plant facilities during operations. There was an historic coal tar pit or 
area where residual tars were stored prior to sale for off-site use as roofing 
materials.  The MGP residual received was obtained from a NAPL collection well 
screened from 24 to 27 m below ground surface in weathered limestone, and was a 
non-homogeneous mixture composed of a LNAPL and DNAPL portion with minor 
sediment.  For the purpose of this experiment, our focus was on the DNAPL portion.  
Thus, 10 mL of the MGP residual was mixed with 10 mL Milli-Q water in a 40 mL vial 
and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 min.  The DNAPL portion was collected after 
centrifuging and again mixed with water and centrifuged. This process was repeated 
multiple times to separate a sufficient mass of DNAPL which was then used. The 
final DNAPL volume was assumed to be a homogeneous mixture, and the viscosity 
was determined to be 1.22 g/(cm s) using a dilution viscometer (Cannon-Ubbelhode) 
and the density of NAPL was determined to be 1.08 g/mL. Table 1 provides a 
summary of the most abundant and soluble components detected within the DNAPL 
portion along with some associated properties. The identified 19 components 
account for ~40 % of the total NAPL mass.  The remainder of the NAPL mass was 













Each 10 mL conical vial was partially filled with Milli-Q water and then 0.1 mL of the 
homogenised NAPL was gradually injected into the bottom of each vial through the 
water using a 100 µL glass syringe (Hamilton, Sigma Aldrich). The vials were then 
completely filled with Milli-Q water (total volume of water was 11.2 mL). The NAPL-
water surface area was ~0.10 cm2. A total of 18 vials were constructed and left in the 
dark at an ambient temperature of 20 οC.  The vials were not disturbed to ensure that 
NAPL-water mass transfer was limited only to diffusional transport of organic 
components. Duplicate reactors were sacrificed at each time increment (e.g., 2, 7, 
12, 15, 22, 28, 36, 49, and 61 days).  The aqueous solution was removed by a 10 
mL glass syringe (Hamilton, Sigma Aldrich,) mixed, then centrifuged for 15 minutes 
at 6000 rpm to separate possible undissolved DNAPL.  The concentration of organic 
compounds (Table 1) present in the aqueous sample along with the solution pH 
(Orion pH meter, model 290A) was determined. Since the aqueous phase was mixed 
and centrifuged, the experimental aqueous concentrations represent average 
concentrations above the NAPL as indicated by the total dissolved mass divided by 
the total volume of water in each reactor. 
For analysis of the organic components in the aqueous phase, a 5 mL sample was 
mixed with 14 mL of water in a 20 mL vial. This was followed immediately by the 
addition of 1.0 mL of methylene chloride (containing internal standards metafluoro-
toluene (MFT) and fluoro-biphenyl (FBP) at 25 mg/L). The vial was quickly resealed 
and agitated on its side at 350 rpm on a platform shaker for 20 min. After shaking, 
the vial was inverted and the phases were allowed to separate for 30 min.  
Approximately 0.7 mL of the dichloromethane phase was removed from the inverted 
vial with a gas tight glass syringe through the Teflon septum. The solvent was placed 
in a 2.0 mL Teflon sealed autosampler vial for injection into the gas chromatograph 
(GC).  For the analysis of the DNAPL portion, a sub-sample was added directly to 
methylene chloride and transferred to a 2.0 mL autosampler vial and crimp sealed 
with a Teflon cap. All NAPL and aqueous samples were analyzed using a HP 5890 
capillary GC, a HP7673A autosampler, and a flame ionization detector. Three (3) mL 
of methylene chloride was injected in splitless mode (purge on 0.5 min, purge off 10 
min) onto a 0.25 mm x 30 m length, DB5 capillary column with a stationary phase 
film thickness of 0.25 µm. The helium column flow rate was 2.0 mL/min with a make-












temperature was 325 oC and initial column oven temperature was 35 oC held for 0.5 
min, then ramped up at 15 oC/min to a final temperature of 250 oC and held for 2 
min. A GC run time was 16 min. Data integration was completed with a SRI Model 
302 Peak Simple chromatography data system. The method detection limit (MDL) 
was 5 mg/kg for NAPL samples and for aqueous samples are reported in Table 1. 
2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A total of nine components were detected in the aqueous phase including BTEX 
(benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene), trimethylbenzene, and four polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (naphthalene, 1-methylnaphthalene, 2-
methylnaphthalene, and acenaphthene). The other components listed in Table 1 
were < MDL.  The average pH value of the aqueous phase was 5.3 at the start of the 
experiment and decreased gradually to 4.5 by Day 61 likely due to the dissolution of 
organic acids. No physical changes (i.e., color, temperature, precipitate formation) 
were observed. The diffusion-limited dissolution of this MGP residual in water 
manifested in these static experiments as an initial rapid increase of dissolved phase 
concentrations from Day 2 to Day 10 followed by minor fluctuations until Day 61 
(Figure 1).  Except for naphthalene, xylene and ethylbenzene, the detected 
components appear to reach an equilibrium concentration by Day 61 (Table 2). 
 
Lee et al. (1992) indicated that the aqueous equilibrium concentration of PAHs within 
coal tars can be estimated by employing a modified form of Raoult’s law given by: 
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where      
  is aqueous equilibrium concentration of each component,   and   
superscripts refer to NAPL and water phase respectively,    is the aqueous solubility, 
and   
  and   
  are fugacities in the pure solid and pure liquid states respectively 
(Table 1).  Naphthalene and benzene due to the high mole fraction and solubility 
values, respectively, have the highest aqueous phase concentrations. While 
ethylbenzene, xylene, toluene, and trimethylbenzene have a higher solubility 
compared to naphthalene, they have lower equilibrium concentrations due to lower 












concentration which is proportional to its low mole fraction within the NAPL. 1-
methylnaphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene show similar behaviour and reach an 
equilibrium concentration in < 30 days. 
 
Since the experimental aqueous concentrations represent the average 
concentrations, the aqueous phase mass balance using the stagnant film model for 
each organic component can be written as (Miller et al., 1990): 
 
   
 
  
         
    
                                                              (6) 
 
where   
  is aqueous concentration,   is time,    is lumped mass transfer rate 
coefficient (1/T), and      
  is the aqueous equilibrium concentration. To determine the 
lumped mass transfer rate coefficient for each component, Eq.6 can be solved 
analytically with the initial condition specified as an aqueous concentration of zero at 





Figure 1:  Temporal concentration profiles of the nine detected components observed in 
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Eq.7 was applied to the experimental data (Figure 1) and the lumped mass transfer 
rate coefficient for each component was determined using linear regression.  The 
resulting values ranged from 0.036 to 0.1 /day. For naphthalene, xylene and 
ethylbenzene, the equilibrium concentrations were also estimated using a least 
squares analysis and presented along with the estimated lumped mass transfer data 
in Table 2.  The lumped mass transfer rate coefficients were multiplied by the 
experimental aqueous volume (11.2 mL) and divided by the NAPL-water surface 
area (0.1 cm2) to estimate mass transfer rate coefficients which varied from 4 to 11.2 
cm/day with 1-methylnaphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene having the highest 
values (~11.2 cm/day), and toluene and naphthalene the lowest values (4.0 cm/day). 
Mukherji et al. (1997) observed that higher molecular weight compounds have larger 
mass transfer rate coefficients. Wehrer et al. (2013a) placed fresh and aged NAPLs 
into dialysis tubing and, in contrast to Mukherji et al. (1997), did not mix the NAPL. 












diffusion coefficients by fitting a spherical diffusion model to experimental NAPL 
concentration data implying that higher molecular weight and size act as a resisting 
force for diffusional transport.  Wehrer et al.(2013a) also reported that the inverse 
dependency between diffusion coefficients and molecular weight was much less 
pronounced for aged MGP residuals compared to fresh MGP tars. Similarly, for the 
MGP residual used in this study, no overall trend was observed between molecular 
weight and mass transfer rate coefficient (Figure 2).  Rather an inverse dependency 
of the mass transfer rate coefficient on molecular weight is evident for the BTEX 
components. A similar but separate trend is apparent between the mass transfer rate 
coefficients and the molecular weight for the PAHs (1-methylnaphthalene, 2-
methylnaphthalene and acenaphthene) except for naphthalene (MW = 128.2 g/mol) 
which has a smaller K compared to 1-methylnaphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene 
(MW = 142 g/mol). The distinct inverse dependency of mass transfer rate coefficient 
on molecular weight for BTEX and PAHs suggests that BTEX and PAHs have 

















Figure 2: Lumped mass transfer rate coefficient (1/day) for each detectable component in 
the aqueous phase versus molecular weight (MW).  The dashed lines represent observed 















































3.0 MULTI-COMPONENT INTRA-NAPL DIFFUSION 
MODEL 
3.1 MODEL DESCRIPTION 
To explore the role of intra-NAPL diffusion on the NAPL-water mass transfer, a 
temporal-spatial diffusion-based mathematical model was developed.  For the 
purpose of this evaluation, an isolated initially homogeneous spherical NAPL blob 
with the total surface area available for mass transfer was considered to be 
suspended in a volume of water (Figure 3).  The mass balance for each component 
within a spherical NAPL blob can be written as (Bird et al., 2002): 
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where r is the radial coordinate and changes in the mixture density are negligible. If 
the volume of water surrounding the spherical NAPL blob is small, the system will 
reach to an equilibrium condition quickly, while if the volume of water is large, a 
longer period of time is required to reach equilibrium condition and thus the NAPL 
blob may be depleted.   
Eq.8 was subjected to the boundary conditions of 
  
  
   at the centre of the NAPL 
sphere, and the flux (  ) at the external sphere NAPL-water boundary was equated to 
the first-order mass transfer expression (Miller et al., 1990; Weber & DiGiano, 1995) 
as given by: 
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where   is the mass transfer rate coefficient (L/T).  The aqueous equilibrium 
concentration for each component (     
 ) was estimated by using the modified form 
of Raoult’s law (Eq.5). To account for the film transfer resistance and compositional 
changes at the NAPL, the mole fractions in Eq.5 were based on the component 
concentrations at the external NAPL sphere boundary. Activity coefficients (  ) were 
calculated using the universal Quasi-chemical functional group activity coefficient 
















Figure 3: Schematic of the physical system simulated consisting of a spherical NAPL blob 
suspended in a volume of water. Also shown is the numerical representation associated 













r = 0 
r = R 













3.2 MODEL PARAMETRIZATION AND INVESTIGATED 
SCENARIOS 
The results from the experimental investigation indicated that diffusion-controlled 
dissolution behavior under static conditions occurred.  In addition, the data from the 
static experiments were used to derive mass transfer rate coefficients, and aqueous 
equilibrium concentrations for the nine detected components associated with the 
former MGP NAPL employed.  It was not our intent here to simulate the experimental 
conditions, but rather to use the data set assembled to inform model parameters so 
that representative physical and chemical properties are used. 
For the initial condition for Eq.8, a 0.5 g homogenous spherical NAPL blob (radius of 
~ 0.48 cm) surrounded by an aqueous phase was specified, and the initial 
concentration of organic components were assigned to be identical to the former 
MGP NAPL employed in the static experiments (Table 1) which contained 19 
representative organic compounds (40% of the NAPL mass).  The remainder of 
NAPL mass was considered to be comprised of an unresolved or bulk portion 
composed of higher molecular weight and lower soluble components and assigned 
nominal values (see Table 1). Since the focus of this study was to explore intra-
NAPL compositional changes, 50 L of water was assumed to surround the NAPL 
blob.  This volume was chosen so that the dissolved phase concentrations did not 
reach equilibrium over the simulation period allowing compositional changes within 
the NAPL to be observed. 
For the estimation of intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients (   ) using Eq.3, a 
temperature of 20 οC was assumed and the mixture viscosity was estimated using 
the Grunberg and Nissan relationship (Grunberg & Nissan, 1949; Poling et al., 
2001): 
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where     is an interaction parameter which is a function of temperature as well as 
components   and   and estimated by a group contribution technique (      . The 












or estimated by using the Orrick and Erbar method (Poling et al., 2001) with an 
average deviation of 15% as given by: 
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where    is molecular weight (g/mol),   is absolute temperature,   and   are 
estimated by a group contribution technique, and the units for viscosity and density 
are g/(cm s), and g/cm3 respectively. Table 1 summarizes the molecular weight, 
viscosity, and density values of each component. For the bulk portion, the molecular 
weight was assumed, and the density was assigned a value of 1.14 g/cm3.  
To estimate the friction factors (Eq.4), the self and infinite dilution diffusion 
coefficients for PAHs with a fugacity ratio less than unity were estimated similar to 
the other components which are liquid at ambient temperature. This approach is 
plausible since PAHs with a fugacity ratio less than unity can exist as liquid due to 
melting point depression within multi-component mixtures (Peters et al. 1997). The 
infinite dilution diffusion coefficients (   
 ) were determined using a modified form of 
the Tyn and Calus relationship (Poling et al., 2001), and the self-diffusion values (  ) 
were calculated using the Houghton’s Cubic Cell model (Houghton, 1964) as given 
by: 
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                                                                     (13) 
 
where    and    
  have units of cm2/s, viscosity ( ) has units of g/(cm s), density has 
units of g/cm3,   is molecular weight (g/mol),   is the universal gas constant 
(8.314x107 (g cm2)/(s2 K mol)),   is Avogadro’s number (6.022x1023 1/mol),   is 
surface tension at boiling temperature (g/s2),   is molar volume (cm3/mol) which can 
be estimated using density and molecular weight data (    ) (Table 1), and  ̅  is 
molar volume at boiling temperature (cm3/mol) and was estimated using the 
Schroeder relationship (Poling et al., 2001) (Table 1). The Schroeder relationship is 












(H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), halogens (Cl, F, I), sulfur (S), and also the number of 
carbon double bonds (DB), and triple bonds (TB): 
 
 ̅                                                        
         (14) 
where the last term is included only if the component has one or more rings. This 
method is accurate and except for highly associated liquids, gives an average error 
of 3-4% (Poling et al., 2001). The surface tension ratio (     ) in Eq.12 was assumed 
to equal one (Poling et al., 2001). All of the estimated self and infinite dilution 
diffusion values are presented in Table SM.2.    and    
  values for BTEX and 
methylethylbenzene(s) are in the range of 10-5 (cm2/s), and for PAHs are in the 
range of 10-6 (cm2/s). Since naphthalene is the most predominant component,    and 
 ̅  values for bulk portion of the NAPL were assumed to be similar to naphthalene.  
NAPL viscosity can significantly affect mass transfer and intra-NAPL diffusional 
behavior. Ortiz et al. (1999) indicated that control on mass transfer can change from 
aqueous to NAPL resistance for high viscous NAPLs. Birak and Miller (2009) 
reported that the viscosity of MGP residuals comprised of coal, water-gas, and oil 
gas tars can range from 0.091 to 6600 g/(cm s).  In a study by Wehrer et al. (2013a) 
the viscosity of various fresh and aged coal tars at 20 οC varied from 0.05 to 2.3 
g/(cm s). The viscosity of the former MGP NAPL used in the experiment investigation 
(Section 2) was 1.22 g/(cm s) which lies in the middle of the viscosity range reported 
by Wehrer et al. (2013a).  To explore the effects of NAPL viscosity on internal 
diffusion and mass transfer processes, four NAPL mixture viscosities were 
investigated: low (0.12 g/(cm s)), medium (1.22 g/(cm s) representative of the NAPL 
used in the experiment investigation, high (50 g/(cm s)), and very-high (400 g/(cm 
s)). To generate these mixture viscosities, the viscosity of the bulk portion for the 
low, medium, high, and very-high viscous NAPLs was assumed to be 0.3, 8, 600, 
and 5000 g/(cm s), respectively. 
Experimental mass transfer rate coefficients ( ) determined in Section 2.2 (Table 2) 
were considered for the 9 components detected in the aqueous phase (Figure 1).  
For the remaining components, a single mass transfer rate coefficient (Eq.9) was 
used and assigned a value that represented the aqueous experimental data for the 












coefficient using a least-squares analysis framework was estimated to be 0.056 /day.  
This value was converted to a mass transfer rate coefficient ( ) of 6.16 cm/day using 
the experimental aqueous volume (11.2 mL) and NAPL-water surface area (~0.1 
cm2). Note that experimental aqueous concentrations were average values 
representative of the entire aqueous volume of the reactor, and the K values were 
determined by assuming a stagnant film boundary and the average aqueous 
concentrations (Eq.7). Hence, for simulation purposes the average concentrations 
(  
 ) were used and mass flux from the spherical NAPL body was equated to the 
first-order mass transfer expression (Eq.9).  Diffusion in the water surrounding the 
NAPL blob was ignoring since our interest in this investigation was intra-NAPL 
diffusion.  The magnitude of the molecular diffusion coefficient in free water is ~10-5 
cm2/s, while the largest intra-NAPL diffusion coefficient (Dii) is ~10
-7 cm2/s suggesting 
that diffusion in water was not limiting for the systems we considered. 
To estimate the activity coefficients using the NIFAC method, the identified 
components and bulk portion (Table 1) were separated into multiple functional 
groups. Since it is not possible to identify the functional groups in the bulk portion, 
experimental activity coefficients for the nine detected components were estimated 
by dividing the experimental equilibrium concentrations by the ideal concentrations 
determined by modified Raoult’s Law (Table 2). The initial experimental and UNIFAC 
activity coefficients were similar (Table 1) assuming that the bulk portion contains an 
equal number (9) of all the individual functional groups which represents the 
identified 19 components.  
The sphere radius was discretized into 0.005 cm control volumes, and a time step 
increment of 0.1 day was adopted. A mesh convergence test indicated that the 
NAPL concentration generated using finer mesh increments and time steps varied by 
< 1%.  The duration of all simulations performed was 1000 days which was deemed 
sufficient to observe changes in intra-NAPL diffusional flux and composition. 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 Medium Viscous NAPL Used in the Experiment Investigation 
The temporal dissolved phase concentration behavior of the two most predominant 
components in the medium viscous NAPL (   1.2 g/(cm s)) are presented on Figure 












water the concentration of naphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene reached ~0.85 and 
~0.38 mg/L, respectively. These values are  
 
 
Figure 4: Aqueous concentration of naphthalene (Nap) and 2-methylnaphthalene (2MN) 
for the simulated medium (      g/(cm s)), high (     g/(cm s)), and very-high  
























proportional to their initial NAPL mole fraction and aqueous solubility values (Table 
1). Although phenanthrene also had one of the largest initial NAPL mole fraction 
values, its lower solubility resulted in a final aqueous concentration that was < 0.05 
mg/L. The final (after 1000 days) radial concentration of NAPL components was 
homogeneous (see Figures 5 and SM-3) suggesting that mass transfer at the 
interface was not restricted due to intra-NAPL diffusion limitations. The ratio of the 
final to initial NAPL concentrations are shown in Figure 6, and indicate, as expected, 
that the concentration of the more soluble components such as BTEX, naphthalene, 
and 2-methylnaphthalene were depleted while the concentrations of the less soluble 
components such as phenanthrene, pyrene, and the bulk portion were enriched. 
After 1000 days, the viscosity of the NAPL is ~ 3 times higher than its initial value 
(Figure 7) and is attributed to the enrichment of the bulk portion which is composed 
of higher viscous and insoluble components. 
While the initial main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients (diagonal values) were ~1x10-7 
cm2/s (Figure SM.4) the final values decreased an order of magnitude to ~3.5x10-8 
cm2/s as a result of the changes that occurred within the NAPL body. Naphthalene 
which is present at the largest concentration has the highest main diffusion 
coefficient value. Benzene which has the lowest molecular weight has the second 
highest main diffusion coefficient value. Toluene, xylene, and ethylbenzene also 
have high main diffusion coefficient values due to their low molecular weight, density, 
and viscosity values. 1-methylnaphthalene, 2-methylnaphthalene, and indene after 
naphthalene have the largest main diffusion coefficient values amongst the PAHs. 
The large main diffusion coefficients for 1-methylnaphthalene and 2-
methylnaphthalene are attributed to their high NAPL concentrations, while for indene 
its large main diffusion coefficient is due to its lower molecular weight compared to 
the other PAHs. Chrysene with the largest molecular weight, density, and viscosity 
values has the lowest diffusion coefficient value. The ratios of the final to initial main 
intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients (Figure SM.5) indicate that the main diffusion 
coefficient for naphthalene decreased more than the other components since the 












main diffusion coefficient for phenanthrene decreased the least as a result of its 
increase in NAPL concentration at 1000 days (Figure 6). The initial off-diagonal 
diffusion coefficient values were between one to three orders of magnitude lower 
than the main diffusion coefficient values (Table SM-3). 
 
 
Figure 5: Radial bulk concentration profiles for the four initial NAPL viscosities simulated 














Figure 6: Ratio of final (at 1000 days) to initial component concentration within the 






Figure 7: Ratio of final (at 1000 days) to initial viscosity as a function of radial distance 

























The main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficient values are not of the same order of 
magnitude as those reported by others. For example, Ortiz et al. (1999) reported that 
the diffusion coefficients for naphthalene, phenanthrene, and pyrene within 
transmission oils (viscosity of 8 - 14 g/(cm s)) were in the range of 10-9 to 10-12 cm2/s 
after being exposed to water for ~1 year. Wehrer et al. (2013a) also reported that 
diffusion coefficients for some PAHs (e.g., naphthalene, acenaphthene, and pyrene) 
in MGP residuals were in the range of 10-10 to 10-18 cm2/s. This difference can be 
attributed to the experimental conditions (i.e., NAPL composition, higher viscosity, 
and larger mass transfer rate coefficient) used compared to the experiments 
performed in this study. 
For a spherical blob composed of a medium viscosity NAPL and with mass < 50 g 
exposed to water, diffusion-limited mass transfer and interfacial depletion of organic 
components due to intra-NAPL diffusion are not expected to occur. Concentration 
gradients at the interface due to dissolution can be quickly compensated by 
diffusional transport to the interface and the NAPL concentration remains 
homogenous. A sensitivity analyses was conducted to explore potential conditions 
when intra-NAPL diffusion limitations would arise for this medium viscosity NAPL. 
The results of this analysis indicated that when the mass transfer rate coefficient is 
increased to > 15 cm/day, intra-NAPL concentration gradients can be established 
and intra-NAPL diffusion limitations will occur. Hence, for the medium viscous NAPL 
due to the relatively large intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients when K values are <15 
cm/day mass, mass transfer is governed by the stagnant film at the NAPL-water 
interface and the NAPL remains homogeneous. For K values >15 cm/day, mass 
transfer is governed by intra-NAPL diffusion.     
3.3.2 Influence of Viscosity 
Similar to the medium viscous NAPL, no concentration gradient was established in 












the simulated aqueous (Figures 4 and SM.2(a)) and radial NAPL concentrations 
(Figures 5 and SM.3) for the low viscous NAPL are essentially identical to those 
obtained for the medium viscous NAPL. A sensitivity analyses indicated that when 
the mass transfer rate coefficient (Eq.9) was increased to > 180 cm/day, a slight 
intra-NAPL concentration gradients were established for naphthalene (4.0 g/L/cm) 
and phenanthrene (1.1 g/L/cm) in the low viscous NAPL. Mukherji et al. (1997) 
determined that this magnitude of mass transfer coefficient is possible under non-
static conditions without sediment for a well-mixed NAPL and aqueous phase. Thus 
the threshold of the mass transfer rate coefficient which can result in interfacial 
depletion of the more soluble compounds was estimated to be 15 and 180 cm/day 
for the NAPL viscosities of 1.2 and 0.12 g/(cm s), respectively, indicating that a 
combination of NAPL properties (i.e., viscosity) and interphase mass transfer rate 
can result in internal diffusion limitations.  It is potentially possible that in some 
situations increasing the mass transfer rate may result in intra-NAPL diffusion 
limitations and thus restrict mass transfer and impact dissolution. For example, 
remediation methods such as pump-and-treat systems increase groundwater flow 
rate and hence the mass transfer rate, and can thus restrict internal diffusion and 
enhance mass transfer limitations. 
For the low viscous NAPL, the initial main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients were one 
order of magnitude higher (~0.9x10-6 cm/s) compared to those determined for the 
medium viscous NAPL.  These initial main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients are of 
the same order as the self-diffusion coefficients (Eq. 13 and Table SM.2), and thus 
the presence of other organic components within this low viscous NAPL does not 
restrict internal diffusional flux. This condition is similar to organic mixtures 
composed of miscible organic components which are liquids at ambient temperature 
(similar to the organic mixtures investigated by Kett and Anderson (1969b) and 
Brahma & Harmon (2003)) where intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients of the order of the 
self-diffusion coefficients can be expected. 
The simulated aqueous concentrations for the high viscous NAPL (  = 50 g/(cm.s)) 
at 1000 days are lower than the results from the medium viscous NAPL (Figures 4 
and SM.2(b)). While concentration gradients are established within the high viscous 
NAPL (Figures 8(a) and SM.6), the internal diffusional flux does not significantly limit 












lower solubility components (i.e., phenanthrene, pyrene, chrysene, fluoranthene) 
increased at the interface after 1000 days while the higher soluble components were 
depleted. The estimated initial main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients for the high 
viscous NAPL are of the order of 2.5x10-9 cm2/s, and the initial off-diagonal diffusion 
coefficient values are one to three orders of magnitude lower. The main intra-NAPL 
diffusion coefficients are 40 times smaller than those determined for the medium 
viscous NAPL and these smaller values resulted in concentration gradients within 
the NAPL body. The main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients after being exposed to 
water for 1000 days were five times smaller than the initial values and on the order of 
5.5x10-10 cm2/s.  This decrease can be attributed to the depletion of the more soluble 
and lower viscous components (e.g., BTEX) indicating that over the time internal 
diffusion limitations can become more significant. The final viscosity of the high 
viscous NAPL is ~5 times larger than the initial value (Figure 7). The abundance of 
the bulk portion and lower solubility components at the interface causes the viscosity 
at the NAPL/water interface to be ~20 % larger than the viscosity at the centre of the 
NAPL body (Figure 7). 
The simulated radial concentration of components within the very-high viscous NAPL 
(  = 400 g/(cm s)) at 1000 days for the most predominant components are shown in 
Figure 8 (b) (see Figure SM.6 for other components). The changes in the NAPL 
composition are similar to the high viscous NAPL (Figure 8 (a)) with the higher 
soluble components depleted at the interface. The bulk portion (Figure 5) as well as 
low solubility components (i.e., phenanthrene and pyrene) accumulate at the 
interface.  However, in contrast to the high viscous NAPL, concentration gradients 
are more pronounced. For example, the naphthalene concentration at the interface 
of the very-high viscous NAPL is ~25% of the concentration in the core of the NAPL 
body (Figure 8(b)).  
Figure 9 shows the temporal variations of the mole fractions at the interface and 
within the entire very-high viscous NAPL body for the most predominant components 
(see Figure SM.7 for other components). While naphthalene is the most dominant 
component within the entire very-high viscous NAPL body over the 1000-day 
simulation period, the interfacial naphthalene mole fraction after ~350 days 
decreased to less than the interfacial mole fraction of phenanthrene. As a result of 












phenanthrene and pyrene) at the interface, the aqueous equilibrium concentrations 
(Eq.5) and mass transfer of the higher soluble components decreased. While the 
simulated aqueous concentrations of the lower soluble components (e.g., 
fluoranthene, chrysene, and pyrene) for the very high-viscous NAPL are 15 to 30 % 
higher compared to those estimated for the medium viscous NAPL at 1000 days, the 
aqueous concentration of the remainder of the components are 15 to 40 % lower 
(Figures 4 and SM.2(c)). After 1000 days, the shrinkage (initial radius minus final 
radius) of the NAPL body for the high and very-high viscous NAPLs are 95 and 70 % 
of the shrinkage determined for the medium viscous NAPL body, respectively.  
Figure 10 indicates the temporal variation of the quantified mass loss for the different 
NAPL viscosities investigated. The total quantified mass loss for the low, medium, 
and high viscous NAPLs is ~45% after 1000 days, and for the vey-high viscous 
NAPL is < 33%. This difference highlights the impact that intra-NAPL diffusion has 
on mass transfer and hence total mass loss.           
The estimated initial main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients for the very-high viscous 
NAPL are 300 times smaller (~3x10-10 cm2/s) than those estimated for the medium 
viscous NAPL.  The radial main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients after being exposed 
to water for 1000 days (Figure 11) decreased compared to the initial values.  At the 
NAPL/water interface all of the main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients are ~4 times 
smaller than within the core of the NAPL body as a result of the depletion of lower 
viscous components. The abundance of the bulk portion and higher viscous 
components at the interface causes the viscosity at the NAPL/water interface to 
increase ~4.5 times relative to the centre of the NAPL body (Figure 7) at 1000 days, 











































Figure 8: Simulated radial composition of the most predominant NAPL components at 
1000 days for (a) the high viscous NAPL (ηinitial = 50 g/(cm s)), and (b) the very-high viscous 






















Figure 9: Temporal variation of (a) the mole fraction at the aqueous/NAPL interface, and 
(b) the mole fraction of the entire NAPL body for the very-high viscous NAPL (ηinitial = 400 





















Figure 11: Radial distribution of the main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients for the very-




A comprehensive experimental and computational study was performed to 
investigate the role of intra-NAPL diffusion on the mass transfer between multi-
component NAPLs and water, and to identify some of the controlling situations 
where this process should be considered. A series of static experiments was 
conducted to investigate diffusion-controlled dissolution of organic components from 
former MGP residuals. The results indicated that under the diffusion-controlled mass 
transfer conditions established, the estimated mass transfer rate coefficients were 
lower than typical mass transfer rate coefficients determined under continuous mixed 
conditions.  Although, no overall trend was observed between the mass transfer rate 
coefficients for the various organic compounds identified, an inverse dependency 
between the mass transfer rate coefficient and molecular weight was clear but 
different for BTEX and some PAHs compounds suggesting that the intra-NAPL 












To examine the role of intra-NAPL diffusion on NAPL-water mass transfer, we 
simulated a physical system where an isolated spherical NAPL blob was surrounded 
by a finite volume of water. In this system, the initial composition of the NAPL blob 
was assumed to be homogeneous, and the total surface area was available for mass 
transfer. The experimental data set assembled was used to inform the model 
parameters so that representative physical and chemical properties were used. The 
results indicated that molecular weight and concentration of each component are the 
most important parameters affecting intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients. Four NAPLs 
with different viscosities but the same quantified mass were simulated. For a 
spherical NAPL body of < 50 g under static conditions, the combination of NAPL 
properties and interphase mass transfer rate can result in internal diffusion 
limitations. If the main intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients are in the range of the self-
diffusion coefficients (10-5 to 10-6 cm2/s), intra-NAPL diffusion is not limiting since 
component concentration gradients within the NAPL cannot be established except 
when high mass transfer rates are present (>180 cm/day). In the case of complex 
and highly viscous NAPLs, smaller intra-NAPL diffusion coefficients are expected 
and even the low range of mass transfer rates can result in the interfacial depletion 
of the more soluble compounds and diffusion-limited dissolution.  
In this study we investigated the effect of just one phenomenon (intra-NAPL 
diffusion) which can result in restricted interfacial mass transfer; however, other 
phenomena such as inter-molecular interactions and biofilm formation can influence 
NAPL-water mass transfer. For example, Mukherji and Weber (1998) reported that 
interfacial biofilm formation limited NAPL-water mass transfer. Possible 
compositional changes, solidification, and precipitation (Peters et al. 1999) as well as 
interfacial weak bonds between organic components and water (Nelson et al., 1996) 
can also result in diffusional limitations.  
The diffusion-based numerical model developed in this study provides a suitable 
platform to capture the temporal and spatial compositional changes within complex 
NAPLs.  The simulation results showed that intra-NAPL diffusion can significantly 
affect mass transfer and dissolved phase concentrations, and that increasing the 
NAPL-water mass transfer rate may result in intra-NAPL diffusion limitation and 
restricted dissolution.  As a result, consideration should be given to the role of intra-












implementation of remediation strategies. Specifically, when high viscous NAPLs are 
present or when large mass transfer rate coefficients are expected, intra-NAPL 
diffusion can restrict mass transfer and thus increase the remediation timeframe of 
some treatment technologies.    
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Table 1: Suite of organic components detected in the former MGP NAPL used in this study 
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1) From Eberhardt & 
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3) Not available; assumed 
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4) From Mackay et 
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6) Assumed similar to 














Table 2: Aqueous equilibrium concentration, and experimental lumped mass transfer rate 
coefficient (K), for the nine detected components present in the aqueous phase.  
 
Aqueous Equilibrium Concentration 
  Experimental Ideal 
1 K 
Component [μg/L] [1/day] r
2  
Benzene 5200 12300 0.080 0.83 
Ethylbenzene 850 2 1720 0.042 0.98 
Xylene(s) 450 2 1090 0.036 0.98 
Toluene 50 1250 0.061 0.98 
Trimethylbenzene(s) 235 524 0.062 0.94 
1-Methylnaphthalene 570 1490 0.093 0.91 
2-Methylnaphthalene 560 2620 0.104 0.91 
Acenaphthene 170 758 0.055 0.83 
Naphthalene 7000 
1
 19800 0.036 0.94 
1) Assuming  = 1 in Raoult’s law (Eq.5).  
















- Inverse dependency between mass transfer rate coefficient and molecular 
weight 
- Model developed to estimate intra-NAPL diffusion within complex NAPLs 
- Molecular weight and NAPL concentration impact intra-NAPL diffusion 
coefficients 
- NAPL composition, viscosity, and mass transfer rate can limit intra-NAPL 
diffusion 
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